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Increasing Your Membership

A Chamber is a business and like any other
business its success or failure depends on the
product or service it provides. As long as the
products fill the needs of the customers, they
will buy and continue to buy.
The purpose of this chapter is to assist a
chamber’s Membership Development Executive
or membership sub-committee to develop
a recruitment strategy so as to maximise its
membership.
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While the key to attracting new members, and to
retaining the loyalty of existing members, lies in
providing useful services on a value-for-money basis,
there are a range of steps you can take to boost your
membership. These are set out below.

Step 1:
Define membership target
Each chamber should have an objective in terms of
membership which should be a guiding principal of the
chamber and fully understood and supported by all the
officers. The following in an example:
Chamber Membership Targets (Sample)
l
‘To attract 70% of the businesses in [define your
geographical area – your market] to join and remain
in membership of [ ] Chamber;
l
To increase the Chamber membership by 10% or
20% per annum until this figure is reached;
l
To ensure that 100% of
		 Manufacturing;
		 Tourism;
		 State/semi state;
		 Financial services businesses;
and 60% of
		 Other services;
and retail businesses in the area are members of the
Chamber.’

Step 2:
How big is your market?
Many chambers do not know what percentage of the
local business community is already in membership.
Your chamber should build up a listing of all firms
operating in the area. Your local authority will have
such a list for commercial rates purposes and may be
persuaded to either make the list available or, at least, to
summarise the number of different operations broken
down by sector.
The Golden Pages will also (for a fee) provide a listing
of all entries in your area code broken down by sector.
They may, however, provide you with the number of
such entries for free.
Chambers Ireland has made the Kompass listing available
to CRM Chambers during 2007.

Some sectors are slower to see the benefits of joining a
chamber than others. As such, a successful recruitment
strategy will require market segmentation. Most
chambers provide better quality services to the sectors
which are strong in membership numbers.
If you wish to boost your membership base amongst
less well-represented sectors of the local business
community, you may need to develop some new services
and products to attract them. Many towns/cities have
Business/Traders Associations in existence which can
provide stiff competition in attracting retailers.

Step 3:
Do some market research
Identify the true profile of the chamber in your
town? Why not commission a survey of the business
community? Probe them on their rating of your chamber
across key service offerings, as well as what services, they
as members, might envisage as an attractive offering in
the future.
Do local business people know about the chamber?
What do they know? Are they aware of the full range of
services and programmes available? Do they know the
issues on which the chamber has made representations
in the past year? Do they know what you plan for the
next year? The results may be shocking – all the more
reason to know them.

Step 4:
Define your product
Some businesses may join a chamber just because it is
there. This is a shrinking minority, however. In order
to persuade anybody to join your Chamber you should
have some good selling points.
The key is to show that you are providing useful services
which are value for money. An easy-to-read, up-to-date,
accurate leaflet or letter is an essential marketing tool.
Remember, any chamber should be the local market
leader in providing networking, lobbying/representative
services and sound business advice. Your unique selling
points should emanate from these headings. Networking
is the most cost effective method of marketing. In terms of
lobbying, any percentage reduction on the otherwise rate
struck for commercial rates by the Local Authority will often
be worth more than the price of an annual subscription!
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A Chamber’s Promotional Brochure Should Include:
1. Name of Chamber/logo/branding etc.-ensure
adherence to the guidelines.
2. Services provided
(in essence there are three types):
Direct services which come with your
membership fee
l
Listing in the Chamber directory
l
Business contacts through regular networking events
l
Free seminars
l
Once-off advice and information
l
Representation at many Local Government bodies
and functions

Step 5:
Get out there and sell
Membership of a chamber is a service a business pays
for just like any other. It should be sold on this basis.
n Appoint a sales representative
Membership should be sold like anything else,
professionally and enthusiastically. Where the scale of
the local market permits, Membership or Commercial
Development Executives are being increasingly
recruited as a self-financing position. Consider the
following model that assumes the following:
MDE/CDE costs on average over 3 years is €40k per
annum inclusive of PRSI, phone, computer etc
MDE/CDE is a 3-year investment
More members = more events, better attended,
higher event revenue

l

l
l
l
l

l
l
l
l
l

Income generating business services
Events
Information
Courses
Promotions
Indirect services
Economic development
Legislative action
Crime prevention
Educational
Improvements, lobbying/representation
Whilst difficult to quantify but should be translated
bluntly into bottom line services in sales brochures,
annual reports etc.

3. A short statement defining the mission of the
chamber (see chapter 3 of this manual for assistance)
4. A contact name in the chamber, for further information
5. Membership fee rates (see chapter 4)
6. List of recent achievements
7. An insert or section detailing forthcoming events
Promotional brochures and membership application forms
should be downloadable from the chamber website.
Every council member should be aware of, and committed
to, this statement of why firms should join the chamber.
Remember it is businesses that join chambers – not
people! Your pitch, should be how the chamber can
benefit their business.
Your branding pack contains a template membership
brochure specifically designed for your chamber.
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Model for recruiting a
Commercial Development Executive:
Year Extra Membership
Subs (Cumulative)

Extra Event
Revenue

Return
On Investment

1

50 @ €300
€15k

€10k

-€15k

2

100 @ €300
€30k

€15k

€5k
(-€10k)

3

150 @ €300
€45k

€20k

€65k
+€15k

The first two years’ losses could be made up by MDE/
CDE running Chambers Ireland commercial projects
such as Chambersafe @ €17k, Succession Planning @
€28k, etc. Chambers Ireland has a constant flow of
revenue opportunities.
A component of the salary can be target-based. It is very
important to keep the nature of this role commercial. An
important by-product of recruiting the MDE/CDE is that
other executives, including the CEO, are freed up for
strategic elements of Chamber activity.
n Consider Giving discounts
Your chamber might consider a dual pricing policy
for all services. Under this strategy non-members
should understand clearly that they are paying 2030% more for services than members. This could be
a strong incentive to join a chamber. You might also
consider a special first year rate for new members.
Bray & District Chamber found this to be a most
useful tool during their 2005 membership campaign.
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n Segment your market and divide your labour
Prepare a list of businesses targeted for membership
and divide it amongst the membership subcommittee. Ask them to provide an update
on progress in recruiting their short list e.g. 10
candidates at every successive meeting.
n Use your Chamber CRM
Chamber CRM is a tailored-for-chambers Customer
Relationship Management system. It is a powerful
tool that allows chamber executives to systematically
develop their knowledge of members, non-members,
key relationships and suppliers. There is a separate
section for each of these four categories within the
one database. This enhanced understanding will help
chambers do more of the things their members like, for
more members.
To-date, Chambers have in many cases only held
information on member nominees as opposed to key
and potential contacts within member and non-member
companies. Chamber CRM allows chambers to maintain
information and contact with nominees, employees and
key contacts in a given company.
The software for Chamber CRM comes in both single
user and networked format and can be downloaded
from www.chambercrm.ie A license key is granted to a
chamber to enable the software to function. The price
of this annual license key is related to the number of
members a chamber has, thus making the cost of the
software equitable.
In addition to developing ChamberCRM, Chambers
Ireland has also developed a template website system
for chambers. A separate section below describes these
sites, but where they and CRM link is mentioned in this
section.
An overview of some of the key benefits of using
Chamber CRM is outlined below.

n Referrals
The system records and reports what referrals have
been passed to members, what events they have
attended abd what telephone contact we have had
with them. Statements can be issued to members on
a quarterly basis advising what their chamber activity
in the recent past has been. This is an attempt
to arrest the trend of membership churn which is
common throughout the movement.
n Committees
Chamber CRM allows chamber executives to
manage the various lobbying groups, committees
and task forces that exist within chambers. Meetings
can be scheduled and committee members can be
invited and minutes recorded and filed.
n Event Management
There is a fully comprehensive event management
system which enables users invite targeted nominees,
employees of companies in selected geographic
location to a specific event. Traditionally many
chambers have invited every member to every
event. Chamber CRM allows chambers the ability
to selectively invite tourism-related companies to
tourism-related events, or retailers to a retail event
etc. Comprehensive financials are available too income/expenditure and profit and loss reports are
available at all times.
n Outlook Integration
The CRM software is integrated with MS Outlook,
enabling the user to search via filtering the precise
subset of the database that is required. Email and
postal mail- merges can be used.
n Kompass
Chamber CRM comes with the Kompass database
for a chambers town/city/county. The Kompass
database minus the existing chamber membership
equals every other business in your chambers area.
This database will be customised for chambers under
the Potential Member module. Many Chambers
use this as the basis for their membership campaigns.
Chambers Ireland has negotiated a special
nationwide deal so that your chamber can have this
software for free when you buy Chamber CRM. It
should be very simple to use this facility to generate
10 to 20 new members which would in most cases
pay for the software.
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n Reporting and Searching
There are a number of valuable reports available
within a dedicate area on the system. These give the
user real time information on the trends behind key
chamber activities.
n Link to Chamber Websites
For Chambers operating Chambers Ireland supplied
websites, some extra pieces of functionality include
event booking on the website linked directly to the
event management module in the Chamber CRM
system.
n Ongoing Development
Chamber CRM affords chambers the opportunity
of further ‘e-nabling’ its activities as it can act as the
platform for software code for other developments
such as e-certs, project management, potential to
work with the CRO etc.

Step 6:
Your retention campaign starts on day 1
Members who have been recruited by advertising are
least likely to renew their subscription in year two. Quick
steps should be taken to stitch them into the chamber!
A new members’ reception – not ‘briefing’ or ‘induction
session’ - should be held immediately after a recruitment
drive. Invite the new member to bring a colleague. This
will make them more likely to attend and the second
person may also subsequently become a Chamber
member.
New members who do not make it, should be visited in
their own workplace. The following is the programme
one US Chamber (Glendale) uses in its new member
receptions.

Glendale Chamber of Commerce
Orientation Outline – New Members
Immediately after membership is approved by Council:
• Send letter of welcome from president along with membership plaque
cards, and publications, and date of next orientation meeting.
• On the day prior to the meeting, call all new members to remind them of
meeting.
• Director of Community Relations is responsible for meeting room,
notification of participants and all other significant details.
• Those not attending first available meeting, send notice for the next one.
Page 4
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Programme Outline
A	Welcome by President
1) Thanks for joining
2) Glad you are attending meeting
3) Introduction of ‘key’ people
B	Description of Chamber – Vice President/Executive Director
1) What is a Chamber
2) Purpose and objectives
3) Responsibility to members
4) Responsibility to community
5) Questions & Answers
C Operation of Glendale Chamber of Commerce
1) Review organisation chart
a) Describe flow and levels of responsibility
b) Questions & Answers
2) Review programme of work
a) How programme developed
b) Questions & Answers
3) Review budget – financing procedure
a) How budget developed
b) Fair-share formula
c) Billing – anniversary date
d) Other income
e) Questions & Answers
4) Membership Participation
a) Committees (distribute list)
b) How chairpersons and board members are selected
c) Election procedure
d) Membership mixers
e) Membership and community meetings
f) Annual meetings
5) Services available
a) Consultation
b) Information
c) Library
d) Research and statistics
e) Questions & Answers
6) Communication
a) Monthly bulletin
b) Special mailings
c) Brochures, maps, publications (hand out copies)
d) Questions & Answers
7) Office Tour
a) Introduce staff
b) Questions & Answers
8) Adjournment
a) Thanks for attending
b) They are fair-share owner of everything
c) Doors open always for their enquiry
d) We welcome constructive criticism
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Step 7:
Mind your back!
What is the level of leakage in your chamber? What
percentage of members have left or just ‘forgotten’ to
renew their subscription? It is likely that a chamber could
have between 5% and 10% churn in a year. Businesses
close and move on from one area to the next. That
is not the fault of the Chamber, but the following are
steps which a chamber can take to ensure that their own
members are not contemplating resignation:
1 Survey your members attitudes to services
They may have good suggestions as to what you should
be doing but they may never bother to pass them on
otherwise.
2 Give every member a contact point on the
chamber council
One member who is deeply involved in the Chamber
could be a contact point for all the others in the same
business/sector thereby putting a human face on the
Chamber. Waterford Chamber employs this strategy
by publishing their membership annually and giving a
contact name for each sector/industry group.

5 Visit your silent members
Take one opportunity in the year to call out and say,
‘Thank you for supporting the Chamber’. How do you
think we are doing? Also feel free to ask what you might
be able to do for them.’ Resist the temptation to bring
your begging bowl or that invoice for the annual dinner
that has not yet been paid.

6 Use your website
Research in some Chambers has shown that many
members while seeming to be “silent” are actually
maintaining membership because they know the
Chamber is campaigning on their behalf.
Make your Chamber website a ‘favourite’ site of the
member’s by regularly posting info from task groups and
Chamber representatives on different fora. Members
may not attend events but they might engage in an
online poll. These participants can be tracked and hence
the Chamber is aware that it is active in areas that appeal
to the member in question.
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3 Get your members involved in projects and
committees
Any member who becomes involved in this way
develops a loyalty to the Chamber and is much less likely
to cancel his/her subscription
4 Most importantly follow the advice in Chapter 5 on
communications
The Chamber spends a huge amount of time and
resources working behind the scenes – lobbying,
negotiating, organising, persuading. Any Chamber
which does not spell this out to the membership time
and time again is cutting its own throat. Lists of meetings
attended, correspondence issued, campaigns fought
(won or lost) should be pushed under members faces at
every meeting and in every mailing, and needless to say,
posted to the website via regular updates.
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Local chambers are a key information point for
businesses, media and the public in general.
The profile of Chambers Ireland and its
accredited chambers has grown significantly in
recent years and there has been a subsequent
increase in demand for information and advice
from the local chambers.
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Information and advice requests cover a wide spectrum
of topics, but four specific chambers – Cork, Galway,
Sligo and Waterford – have been running European
Information Centres (EIC) and have therefore
accumulated a vast amount of information on European
Union policy initiatives and all structural funds
programmes operated in Ireland.
These chambers can advise all chamber members
regarding issues of European funding and legislation.
An information note on EIC information services is given
later in this chapter.

Networking
A key benefit of chamber membership is the acquisition
of contacts. The best way to bring members together
and facilitate networking is to provide a series of relevant
and interesting briefings throughout the year. The format
can vary from business breakfasts to monthly luncheons,
business-after-hour events and half-day seminars.
When developing the annual plan, chambers should
organise at least one event every month. Here are some
potential themes upon which different briefings might be
based:
l
The county manager on the draft development plan;
l
A tax consultant or the revenue commissioners on
changes in taxation regulations;
l
Development plan for tourism in the region;
l
The ambassador from a country which has economic
ties with the local area;
l
A speaker on crime, shoplifting, fraud etc.;
l
Representative from An Post/Irish Rail on future
services plans;
l
Presentations of new business services (these should
be carefully managed and should, obviously, be
sponsored by the firm which wishes to promote
itself);
l
Speaker from a major industry on local sources of
goods and services;
l
Chairperson of the local authority on financing of the
town/city/county (perhaps for September or early
October); or
l
Speaker on by-passing/pedestrianisation/other
local issues where other towns may have had more
experience.

While the revenue from such events is obviously
dependent upon participation, fees should be calculated
on the basis of making a surplus. Any function
should charge a fee based at least on costs (including
promotional costs) plus 50% so that the chamber gets
a fair return for human capital investment. Chambers
should consider not proceeding with events if they are
heading for a loss.

Training
Training is an important growth area for all chambers
and a good strategic fit for the future development of
local chambers. Many local chambers now have a strong
revenue stream from training activities and in some cases
have developed separate training businesses wholly
owned by the local chamber.
However, there are a number of frequently asked
questions regarding the local provision of training.
Is this core to what chambers do?
Chambers exist to help companies thrive, grow
and expand. They also want companies to increase
their wealth generating capacity and compete in an
increasingly global marketplace. A key means of
achieving this is through up-skilling staff via effective and
relevant training delivered by the local chambers.
Are chambers competing with its members who
provide training services?
Chambers use local trainers to deliver these courses
if they have the skills and a proven track record. In
this context, local chambers become a direct income
generator for some of its members.
Do businesses want this type of service?
Yes. The main problems businesses cite for
underinvestment in training is lack of time, relevance of
courses and the fact that many courses are not delivered
in their local area. Chambers deliver courses locally in a
flexible manner. However, in order to meet the specific
needs of businesses, Chambers Ireland has established
Chamber Business School which rolls out courses on a
nationwide basis.
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Chamber Business School
Chamber Business School provides a range of training
courses for senior management, managers and
supervisors in every business sector. Courses focus on
providing the critical skills required to increase company
productivity and are delivered through the local chamber
network.
Chamber Business School also provides a range of
innovative support services including evaluating the
Return on Investment (ROI), in-training recognition of
prior learning, certification and benchmarking.
Training is delivered by the country’s leading training
specialists at venues and dates that are organised by
the local chamber. Grant aid is awarded to companies
attending the training (south and east at 60% and the
BMW region at 75%).
Chamber Business School provides a mechanism for
chambers to provide cost competitive, lucrative, tailor
made quality training to local businesses.
To ascertain the interest of the local business community
in such training programmes, the chamber might
undertake a survey of training demands. A Training
Needs Analysis (TNA) should be circulated to local
companies in all sectors – both members of the chamber
and as well as non-members should be encouraged to
take part.

Organising a Course –
A Step-by-Step Guide
Decide which courses suit your chamber or region
best. You may wish to contact members with details of
the courses on offer, asking them to rank the courses
in order of relevance. If it is not possible to generate
a sufficient number of trainees from within your own
chamber, organise a regional training course. Any profits
should then be divided according to the number of
trainees generated by each chamber or put towards a
central regional fund.
n Contact the relevant trainer:
Agree on the date(s) which best suit the trainer and
your chamber. Agree on the trainer’s fee and any
travelling/subsistence expenses to be incurred by
the trainer. Find out if the trainer has any special
requirements (lighting, power points, back-up room
for case studies, group sessions etc.) Discuss the best
method of promoting the course with the trainer.
n Organise facilities:
Book a suitable venue and ensure that you organise
luncheons and morning and afternoon coffee breaks.
It is important to agree a price for everything.
n Determine the fees per trainee:
Recommended fees per trainee are given for each
course listed. Fees for non-chamber members should
always be greater than for members – however, with
FÁS funding it is not possible to charge different
rates for members and non-members. The chamber
will also be responsible for paying for the venue,
luncheons, coffees etc.
n Publicise and promote the course of offer:
Different chambers have different methods of
promotion. Newsletters, local media and specially
produced mail shots are advisable, but as training
is such a competitive market, telesales back-up is
crucial. Ensure that the chamber is seen to be the
motivating force behind the course by promoting the
Chamber Business School brand. Trainees should be
accepted on a ‘first paid, first accepted’ basis up to
the maximum number specified.
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n Cancellation:
If, for whatever reason, you believe you will not be
able to generate a break even number of trainees,
you must give the trainer the minimum cancellation
notice for each course. Trainers must be paid their
fees if such minimum notice (in advance of the
proposed commencement date of the course) is not
given.
n The day(s) of the course:
It is recommended that someone from the chamber
be on hand on the day(s) of the course to ensure that
there are no problems. Professionally administered
courses will reflect well on a chamber and will
encourage participation in further courses.
n Fees:
All trainees should have paid their fees on or before
the day of the course. The trainer should be paid his
or her fees on receipt of an invoice after completion
of the course.
n Follow-up (Trainee):
It is recommended that you follow up with each
trainee or sponsoring company to ascertain their
views on the course content, the methods of
instruction used, the usefulness of the course, the
venue used, overall administration etc. With such
feedback, you should be able to constantly improve
the service your chamber is offering.
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n Follow-up (Chambers Ireland):
Chambers Ireland will publish an updated list of
training courses. The list will be refined each year so
as to include those courses which work best for local
chambers. To this end, chambers are requested to
provide Chambers Ireland with feedback on courses
that you organise.
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The demands which the retailing community place on a
chamber are quite distinct and tend to focus on certain
key issues. These include:
l
Protecting the urban environment
l
Promoting your town as an attractive shopping
location
l
Strengthening your retail membership
l
The role of the retail committee
l
Chambers Ireland Retail Crime Council
l
Unfair competition (from casual trading, etc).
Chambers are increasingly recognising their responsibility
to ensure that towns - and in particular, town centres
-are properly managed and rationally developed. While
chambers in many tourism destinations have been
concerned with this issue for years, other towns are now
following suit. The following should be key items for any
Chamber’s retail committee:
l
Improving the quality of shop-fronts
l
Pedestrianisation
l
Coherent urban planning
l
Parking
l
Town improvement initiatives
l
Urban Renewal

Every shop-front makes a
statement
Many Chambers have found that initiatives to improve
the quality of local shop-fronts have had immediate spinoffs in terms of improvement of the overall look of the
town. They have also served to raise the credibility of
local chambers as a groupwhich cares about the town’s
future.

Pedestrianisation - does it work?
Pedestrianisation is a contentious issue for many towns.
If and when a local authority proposes pedestrianisation,
chambers should organise a public meeting of all
retailers to discuss the issue, invite in speakers from
towns where pedestrianisation has and has not worked
and insist that the proposed pedestrianisation is part of
an overall town development plan.

Urban planning
Chambers must be aware of local authorities’ urban
development plans and they should seek to establish
a relationship with local authority managers. This
relationship should ensure that chambers are consulted
on plans and reviews of plans before they are published
in draft form.

Parking
Adequate on-street and off-street parking is essential
if townsare to compete with rival locations as attractive
retailing destinations.

Town Improvements
Chambers in different towns have launched various
projects aimed at giving a boost to the attractiveness of
the town including the following:
l
Dublin Chamber was actively involved at the initial
stages of planning of the Temple Bar Renewal
Initiative;
l
Galway Chamber won EU funding to conduct a study
as to how the waterways of Galway might be better
used as tourism resource in the city;
l
Limerick Chamber has been actively involved in
the revamping and coordination of the Cities’ two
designated market areas;
l
Ennis Chamber joined with the Urban District Council
to establish a civic trust which will identify projects of
development value for the town;
l
Bantry Chamber launched the Bantry exhibition
centre.
These are just five examples amongst many where a
chamber has been central to the development of a
project of considerable importance to the town.
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Promotion
Retail promotions, advertising campaigns, festivals,
Christmas lights and St. Patrick’s Day parades are all
activities intended to highlight the attractions of a town.
This section summarises some key lessons from
chambers’ experiences in running such activities. A key
point to bear in mind is that no such promotion should
be run on a less than ‘self-financing’ basis.
It is recommended that chambers highlight the costs of
organising any retail promotion and highlight the need
for investment by members if the chamber is expected
to compete with neighbouring towns. (See section on
attracting retail members below).
Chamber retail promotions
Chambers Ireland urges chambers throughout the
country to organise retail promotions which promote
quality in Irish goods. This can be a valuable, practical
service to your retail members.
Key components of retail promotion
There are three key components to a successful
chamber-organised retail promotion:
l
The active participation of the retail community;
l
High profile events to launch (and perhaps close) the
promotion period;
l
A well-managed local PR media campaign.
Getting the retailers on board
The challenge of a successful promotion is to involve
as many retailers within the local town as possible.
Chambers should not restrict participation to members.
In fact, many of the Chambers which have run
promotions in the past have actually recruited new
members from the retail sector as a result of involving
non-members.
We recommend that chambers seek a financial
contribution to the campaign from local retailers. €200
per store is suggested with possible scaling upwards for
those running larger stores who are likely to benefit most
from the promotion.
Point of sale material
Chambers can produce attractive point of sale material
at relatively low cost. Point of sale material must be well
displayed if a promotion is to work.
Chamber personnel, either staff, members of the retail
committee or council should personally visit the stores
Page 2
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in order to deliver the point of sale material. Your advice
to the retailer on how the material is positioned could
be the difference between a successful promotion and a
mediocre one.
Consider whether other non-retail members of the
chamber might be willing to place one or two point of
sale items in their offices or, in the case of manufacturing
firms, whether they might become involved in the
promotion some other way. Financial institutions and
other services companies should certainly be willing to
display a small amount of the material.
The launch event
Experience has shown that organising one or two major
events at the beginning of a promotional period can
be very beneficial in terms of gaining media profile and
making the retailers feel involved in something proactive.
A launch event (perhaps sponsored by a local
manufacturer) could also attract local media interest. All
participating retailers should be invited.
Local media campaigns
Chambers Ireland recommends that a budget be set
aside for advertising on local radio and in the local press.
In some areas, chambers have been able to negotiate
very good rates for advertising slots on local radio for the
duration of the campaign.
Competitions
Some of the budget for the promotion may be devoted
to the organisation of a competition in which the
purchasers of goods in participating stores might be
allowed participate in a draw.
Budget
While the budget of such a promotion will vary
depending on the size and the real commitment of the
retailers, the following is an outline budget which might
serve as a model for your chamber’s plan.
Income
l
Retailers Contribution
l
Sponsorship
Expenditure
l
Design and purchase of point of sale material
l
Launch event
l
Local advertising
l
Prizes for draw
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Case Study
Letterkenny Chamber’s ShopLK Retail Initiative
Letterkenny Chamber launched ShopLK in 2004 in
reaction to the retail boom experienced in the Donegal
town. ShopLK has 75 members who pay an annual
subscription of €250 to promote Letterkenny as a retail
centre of excellence in the north-west. To view the series
of initiatives visit www.letterkennychamber.com/shop_lk
Christmas lights
The organisation of Christmas lights is perhaps the single
activity in which most chambers throughout the country
participate - yet it can be quite burdensome.
Dilemmas of insurance and other costs, collection of
contributions and limited PR value for the chamber
puts an enormous strain on the voluntary commitment
of chamber officers and retail committee members.
Chambers Ireland offers the following advice to
chambers concerning Christmas lights:
Do we really have to do it?
Clearly this is a question that every chamber must
decide for itself. On the one hand, towns which have no
Christmas lights or where the Christmas lights are not
organised one year, immediately report a downturn in
sales in the important pre-Christmas period. Therefore, it
is difficult for the chamber to avoid taking responsibility
for Christmas lights unless another body can be
prevailed upon to do it.
In some cases, the local authority plays a role in
Christmas lighting. In view of the fact that most
consumers, and, indeed some retailers, appear to be
under the impression that the local authorities organise
Christmas lights in most towns, members should
consider pressing the authorities to organise this activity.
On the other hand, the organisation of Christmas lights is
a way of demonstrating to retail members and potential
members that the Chamber has the interests of the retail
sector at heart.
The greater power and leverage of the chamber can
ensure a much more impressive lighting arrangement
for the entire town, providing a real buzz to the preChristmas trading season and therefore deliver much
greater value added for the pounds spent by each
retailer.

Can we have a national insurance cover?
Chambers Ireland has sought quotations for such cover
but has not received any informative response.
The possibility that the local Town Council might be
able to include the coverage for Christmas lights under
the public liability policy is another argument in favour
of involving that body in the organisation of Christmas
lights.
How do we ensure the retailers
(the beneficiaries) pay?
This is another recurring dilemma for chambers.
Chambers Ireland recommends that chambers organise
for someone to collect this money on a commission basis
(perhaps between 5% and 10%).
Secondly, we recommend that a Christmas lights account
be kept separate from chambers’ general accounts and
publicised widely to retailers so as to highlight exactly
what they are contributing to. Street champions have
been designated in some towns to spread the workload
of collecting monies.
The benefit to a chamber being involved in Christmas
lights depends on them being done professionally,
impressively and with the minimum drain on the
resources of the chamber and the goodwill of its
membership.
It is important to note that a chamber which simply
allows its retail committee to continue to organise
Christmas lights every year without placing them in the
context of an overall chamber strategy for the promotion
of the town is likely to continue to suffer from the image
of ‘a Christmas lights organisation’.
Maps and sponsored guides to shopping
Many towns have succeeded in producing valuable
tourism material which is of genuine use to visitors
with the financial support and sponsorship of the local
business community. The ordnance survey 1:1000 map
of the city is a particularly good example of what can be
done.
Co-funding may also be available from your local
regional tourism organisation. However, there is no
point in producing such material unless it is of excellent
quality.
Chambers should play to their strengths in producing
good material, for example:
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Put the words ‘XXXXX Chamber’ up front. Right around
the world this term is understood to mean information
about business and tourism. The word is almost identical
in French as it is in English.
Secondly, ensure your leaflet is distributed widely.
Chamber membership includes not only retailers
and tourism promoters, but also financial institutions,
manufacturing firms, and various bodies with on-street
premises.
Finally, be clear about the target. The same brochure will
not serve the needs of tourists, shoppers coming from a
neighbouring town and foreign industrialists considering
investing in your part of the country. Do not attempt to
produce a document that aims to serve more than one
market.
Sales personnel
The quality of service received in a town is one of the
best guarantees of a repeat visit from tourists or of
continued custom from the local community. So far, very
few chambers have worked to improve the quality of
service provided by sales staff. The following are three
suggestions as to how this may be done:
Sales person performance
Cobh and Harbour Chamber run this programme
annually. The award is widely publicised by retailers in
the town to their own staff. Guidelines are given to the
staff as to what is expected in terms of good service.
Judges are selected by the chamber but their identity is
kept secret. The judges visit the stores where staff have
been nominated and all judges visit those which are
short-listed.
Prizes are awarded to best sales person in different
categories of retail outlets in the city and an evening is
organised where those short listed for the overall prize
are brought together for the final selection.
The chamber reports that this has been a very beneficial
initiative with two valuable spin-offs. Firstly, those
competing make a genuine effort to win and are kept
on their toes by the anonymity of the judges. Secondly,
many staff realise the differences between good and bad
quality service.
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Sales technique workshop
Chapter nine of this manual deals with the subject
of training by chambers. One popular area for such
training is one-day, three or six evening training sessions
for retail staff in terms of service quality and sales
technique.
Language training in tourist towns
Again on the subject of training, chambers in towns
which attract a large number of continental tourists
should consider running elementary continental
language classes before the main tourism season begins.
CERT, the tourism training body (see chapter 11) may
be willing to assist in the organisation of such courses.
The potential value in terms of sale through assistants’
knowledge of 25-30 words of French, German and
Italian can be enormous.
Festivals
Attracting a national or international festival to your town
can be a major coup for a chamber. Most international
festivals move around but very few of them come to
Ireland.
If any of your members have been to international
festivals elsewhere which they feel would be suitable
of you town, why not contact the UK or continental
European chamber of the town which hosted the
festival and you will receive plenty of advice. This issue
should be discussed jointly with the Chamber’s tourism
committee.
Attracting retail members
Many chambers report difficulties in persuading retailers
to join. Realistically a chamber can only expect to appeal
to the retail business community if it is providing services
which are genuinely of value to them. Retailers do not
expect to benefit as much as other chamber members
from general networking events.
Elsewhere in this manual we suggest that chambers
conduct a market survey of the chamber’s image
amongst the local (member and non-member) business
community. Chambers might find the results of such a
survey particularly revealing with regard to the attitudes
of the retailers.
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Consider giving discounts to members
Chambers Ireland recommends that Chambers consider
that any activity undertaken by a chamber has a dual
price structure. In other words, whatever the contribution
sought from members, non-members charges might
receive a 20-30% loading. If the chamber is really
providing services of value, this will provide a speedy
incentive to retailers to affiliate to the chamber.

Terms of Reference for a
Chamber Retail Committee

Communicate the success of your Rates and Local
Authority Charges campaign
Retailers are often disgruntled about the plethora of
local authority charges they pay. The lobbying pack as
prepared by Chambers Ireland’s Public Affairs team
should be used to sell chamber membership to retailers
as it is a comprehensive guide to the subject.

Name
The name of the committee shall be the _________
Chamber Retail Committee.

Follow up successful events with membership
drives
Many chambers have succeeded in involving a broad
spread of the retail community in summer festivals, retail
promotions and high quality publications. A good time
to suggest to such traders that they join the chamber is
soon after a victory.
‘But I am Already a Member of the Trader’s
Association’
In too many towns, traders associations are seen as an
alternative or competitor to the local chamber. In the
last couple of years, however, various chambers have
succeeded in absorbing the local traders association by
mutual consent.
Chambers Ireland can put chambers contemplating
launching merger negotiations with their local traders
association in touch with chambers who have absorbed
such bodies successfully in the past.

Does your retail committee have terms of reference?
While each chamber’s objectives vary significantly, we
propose the following as draft terms of reference to be
amended by your chamber council in consultation with
the retail committee.

Composition
The committee will have a membership of ____
appointed by the chairman in consultation with the
Chamber President. At least 25% of the membership
of the committee shall not be retailers. The Chamber
President shall be a member of the retail committee.
Objectives
The objectives of the committee will be to work within
the overall control of the chamber to ensure:
l
Adequate representation of the concerns and
priorities of the retail membership to the local
authority and such other public bodies as may be
appropriate.
l
To promote the town of ________ as a retail
centre, attractive to the population for______ radial
kilometres.
l
To organise activities designed to promote the town
including….
l
Design and implement a 5 year plan for developing
the retail potential of the town.
l
To attract 80% - 100% of the local retail community
to join the Chamber.
The Retail Committee shall be an integral part of the
chamber and the Chamber President shall in the first
instance be the spokesperson on all issues of concern to
the retail committee.
The chairperson of the Retail Committee shall be an exoffice member of the chamber council.
(For further information on this, consult chapter three).
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This chapter looks at some interesting tourism
initiatives undertaken by chambers in order to
increase business in their areas.
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While a number of the pages below might be copied
and passed to the tourism committee, a few key points
should be considered by the chamber president,
however. These include:
1 Tourism as a key to the chamber’s overall
development
In other words, action on tourism must not be left to
the tourism committee alone. Issues of tourism policy
and plans for related projects should come up on most
council agendas. Chamber presidents should regularly
attend meetings of the tourism committee.
2 Who is on your tourism committee?
Tourism committees divide into two types:
1. Those which have only hoteliers and others completely
dependent on tourism for business;
2. Those which include a diverse sample of the local
business community.
The latter are normally more dynamic and outward
looking, as making a town an appealing visitor
destination requires the commitment of all local
businesses.
3 Tourism is a business
Investment by the chamber should reap returns for the
chamber as well as its members. Non-members are very
often ‘free riders’ when chambers get involved in tourism
promotion, so it is important to develop fair charges for
non-members who will benefit from chamber initiatives
and investment.
4 Get your name up in lights
Take a close look at your PR strategy and ensure that you
get the maximum coverage possible. It is important that
chamber members and the public in general associate
chamber events with the chamber itself and not with a
competing body.
5 Is your tourism committee working to a strategy?
Chambers Ireland recommends that each chamber
develops a tourism strategy and works to it as this will
provide a framework in which targets can be more easily
identified and achieved.

A Tourism Strategy and
Development Plan
Every chamber should have a strategic tourism
development plan which dictates the work programme
for the tourism committee. This plan which should have
a five-year time scale and include the following points:
A description of the tourism market
estimated of number of visitors
l
places of origin
l
per capita expenditure
l
facilities used
l
jobs provided
l

A list of existing and planned tourism facilities
accommodation
l
natural and sporting facilities
l
cultural and other facilities etc.
l

An assessment of the strengths and weaknesses of
the town as a tourism destination
This might be done on the basis of a survey of tourists
and natives. It should cover welcome, accessibility,
accommodation quality, availability and accessibility
of comprehensible information in the language of the
visitors, rental facilities, cleanliness of the town ranking
vis-à-vis other towns visited, public facilities, value for
money and so on.
An action plan for:
l
improving existing facilities and services;
l
establishing new facilities;
l
enhancing the urban and rural environment;
l
targeting the markets with greatest potential;
l
designing and implementing a marketing strategy for
the destination.
A strategic plan, once developed, should be publicised to
the chamber’s membership, the relevant local authority,
the regional tourism organisation, the public at large and
the media. While all of these bodies can help and have
a role to play in tourism promotion, it is the business
community that often takes the lead.
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The five-year plan should include objectives for the
relevant tourism committee for each year and should be
reviewed annually to ensure that it is operating effectively
and achieving its periodical targets.
Note: Some chambers have involved professional
management consultants in the development of their
strategy. The following are the terms of reference of a
study commissioned by Waterford chamber in the midnineties and which formed the basis for some excellent
developments in Waterford in the late nineties and early
2000. Some of the initiatives included the establishment of
a separate tourism promotion organisation for the region.

Waterford Chamber Tourism
Strategy
The chamber researched Waterford City, its people and
its environs with a view to identifying:
1. Its distinctive promotable features, and to identify the
value of its Viking or Norman heritage;
2. To measure the level of awareness of tourism among
the people of Waterford, particularly the business,
retailing and catering sectors, and identify ways in
which this awareness can be increased so as to create
the right attitude and conditions for the development
of a tourism-oriented city;
3. To devise a promotional slogan that will be identified
with Waterford and its new tourist image, and which
will encapsulate its major distinctive features;
4. To develop a two-year promotional strategy aimed
specifically at increasing the duration of stay and
spending power of those tourists who do visit
Waterford city;
5. To construct a broad estimate of the costs of a new
promotional strategy and assess these in relation to
the benefits obtained;
6. To make recommendations as to how Waterford
Chamber can best raise the finance required to fund
the new promotional drive.
The conclusions of any study must be accepted by local
business if the chamber is going to attract the support of
its members in terms of investment. Essentially, this is a
sales pitch for investment and support.
Chambers which already have strategic plans for tourism
include Sligo, Ballina, Westport, Galway and Waterford.
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Tourism-Related Chamber
Membership
Chapter eight of this handbook deals with membership
recruitment. The following should be kept in mind when
attracting members in the tourism sector:
Set your tourism committee a membership target
The tourism committee has a role in attracting tourism
enterprises to join the chamber and giving each
committee member a target of attracting two new firms
to join during the period of your recruitment drive
should be considered.
Obtain a list of tourism promoters
Chambers should obtain a list of all registered tourism
businesses in their catchment area from the local
Regional Tourism Organisation (RTO). The Golden Pages
is also worth scanning.
Cast a wide net
Include all hotels, B&Bs, sports facilities and attractions
in the widest possible geographical area. Their business
also depends on the fame or notoriety of your town as a
tourism destination.
Attracting publicans as members
One of the greatest beneficiaries of increased tourist
numbers in a particular town is the local publicans.
Yet it is understood that this category is relatively
unenthusiastic about joining the chamber network.
However, this is no reason to be discouraged and
chambers should outline the benefits of joining the
chamber network as well as highlighting the benefits that
accrue from the efforts of their local chamber.
One strategy is to highlight the cash spend of tourists
and to make a particular approach to this category just
when the chambers efforts on tourism is beginning to
show dividends. Make an estimate of the percentage of
sales to tourists in the summer months and circulate a
flyer entitled ‘Your business depends on tourism too’.
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Improve the Product
As the level of international competition increases, the
quality of Irish tourism products and services must
increase as well. Accommodation, food and activities
must be continuously upgraded. Fáilte Ireland and the
industry recommend that Ireland seeks to attract high
spending tourist who recognise quality rather than going
for bulk numbers of visitors.
A good product depends on two factors: an attractive
investment climate and a full appreciation by the local
community of what visitors are looking for and what they
get. The chamber can take many steps to improve the
product.
Training
The role of the chamber in providing training for staff is
dealt with in chapter nine. Chambers should consider
running courses in the late spring on basic continental
European language skills for their members’ receptionists
and other staff.
Clean towns
Westport Chamber has enjoyed consistently high results
in the tidy town’s competition despite of the fact that
Westport is one of the busiest tourism destinations in
Ireland.–Clearly, one of the attractions of Westport for
visitors is its cleanliness and the attractiveness of the
flower displays, so it pays to keep your town tidy.
Develop an attraction to bring people to the town
Many chambers have become involved in projects
aimed at developing attractions to bring visitors into their
town. Such projects can be very beneficial to the local
economy though the question should always be asked as
to whether such a project should be managed centrally
by the chamber. It is possible that the chamber’s work
programme will suffer unless a separate body is set up to
manage the project at an early stage.

Town centre development
Improving the product means ensuring that the town
centre is a magnet to visitors. Chambers have launched
many projects including:
l
Sponsoring sculpture in the town centre;
l
Developing arts centres and exhibition spaces;
l
Arranging sponsored floodlighting of historical
buildings, bridges, monuments etc.;
l
Running façade competitions;
l
Campaigning for a coherent urban renewal and town
development strategy.
(For information on these points see Chapter 10)
Managing your tourism resources
A chamber can take the lead in protecting and
developing natural tourism resources also. Ballina
chamber has campaigned strongly to protect the stocks
of salmon in the world famous River Moy.
Waterford chamber was heavily involved in the
organisation of the 2005 Tall Ships race. Limerick
chamber managed the affairs of the Limerick Market
Trustees which runs the weekly street market in the city,
which is a fantastic attraction. Letterkenny chamber ran
the administrative centre of Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann
when it was held in Letterkenny in 2005 and 2006. In
fact the then chamber CEO, Joanne Sweeney, worked as
the PRO of the committee for the first year.
Public facilities
Many towns which are full of attractions fall down on
basic services to visitors. The chamber has a role to
ensure that toilets, bus/rail stations and other public areas
are clean, well sign-posted and accessible. A tourism
resource survey should consider issues like public seating
and the use of foreign languages by public services so as
to ensure that the basic product is right for the tourist.
Improving the product depends on the Chamber having
a tourism committee which has studied the region’s
resources and drafted a development plan.
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Provide Accurate
Information and Basic
Services
Throughout the United States and Europe, visitors turn
to chambers for tourism information. This is a practical
service that a chamber can provide to its members and is
also a straightforward way of highlighting its role in local
development. Many Irish chambers are now running
information centres and publishing material which is
widely displayed.
Websites
Your chamber website should have easily identifiable
links to local tourism information. Your chamber should
also stock maps, brochures and other literature.
However, the key word is quality. Professional
photography, up to date information, accurate, translation
into foreign languages, short texts, tasteful, uncluttered
sponsorship and most importantly, good overall design is
vital for any literature.
Note: Do not get trapped into giving the design and
printing business to a chamber member unless they have
the skills and technology required. Chambers should
always try to pass on business to their members but
not at the expense of the project being a failure. More
than one designer should be asked to bid for such jobs.
Propose that the successful tender becomes a chamber
member if he/she is not already one.
Sometimes a competition for photographs of the town
and environs can produce good material. A brochure
is useless unless it is publicly displayed and properly
circulated abroad.
Spanish golf resorts are now mail shotting every
registered golfer in Europe. Email addresses are
bombarded with information every day, much of which
can be deleted unless it attracts the attention of the
recipient – so you need to target.
Tourism information centres
Chambers such as Youghal provide full time tourism
information/support points in their town centre. Often
FÁS training programmes can contribute personnel to
run such centres. The best way to understand how such
centres run is to visit them.
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Extend the Season
Extending the season could boost the profitability of Irish
tourism. Future investment and maintenance of existing
facilities depends on those in the tourism industry getting
a fair return on investment.
Chambers play their part by attracting visitors in the
spring, autumn and winter and by ensuring that it is
attractive to invest in all-weather tourism facilities.
Many chambers have succeeded in attracting
conferences and festivals to their local area in recent
years. It only needs one chamber member to be involved
in a British Isles, European or international body for him
or her to act as an ambassador for your town.
He or she only needs to be asked and granted the
commitment that the chamber will deliver if the event
happens. A small gathering by international standards
will fill many Irish destinations to capacity.
One chamber wrote to all semi-state bodies suggesting
they hold one of their meetings in the city. Many boards
took up the invitation.
Many chambers, most recently Clonmel and Letterkenny
chambers played key roles in the bidding process and
in the running of the annual Fleadh Cheoil na hEireann
festival traditionally held at the end of August. This is
the largest festival in Ireland and is a magnificent end of
season boost to a town.
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Improve Access
Tourists reach Ireland by air or sea. Unless there are
sufficient flights and sailings at reasonable prices the
tourists will go elsewhere. In the view of Chambers
Ireland it is the role of Government to ensure that
economical access to Ireland is guaranteed
Chambers have an important role to play in ensuring
that their own transport gateways serve their needs and
in particular assist in generating tourism revenue for the
region. Advice on lobbying and communications is given
in other chapters of this manual.

Marketing
Increased visitor numbers and spend is heavily
dependent on the increased marketing of Irish products
abroad. The thrust of existing promotion of Ireland is
to focus on selling the whole island while highlighting
certain famous tourist destinations. More recently,
the focus has included marketing of tourism products
themselves – cultural, adventure sports on a national
basis, etc.
Chambers have a role in selling their region as a tourist
destination, and many Chambers already participate in
such activities by:
l

l

l

l

l

Organising inward visits for continental tour
operators;
Circulating brochures, ebochures, cd-roms and DVDs
to potential tourists abroad;
Participating in holiday fairs both at home and
overseas;
Targeting a twinned-town or other region which has
high potential as a tourist source; and
Targeting particular market niches and selling
intensively (Cobh & Waterford Chambers did this by
focusing on their areas as a cruise liner destination;
preparing a marketing package including a video;
visiting cruise lines in the US and elsewhere to
persuade them to add their ports to their itinerary).

Regional Tourism
Organisation (RTOs)
The constitution of the RTOs, which are independent
companies established by Bord Fáilte, provide for
participation in their management by the local business
community. However, the experience of chambers in
different parts of the country regarding the quality of
service provided by RTOs varies widely. We recommend
that each Chambers Ireland region seek a seat of right
on the executive board of the local RTO. This may be
claimed to be impossible, but this system is in force in
the south east.
Similarly, local chambers should seek to build close links
with the chief executives of the RTOs. In the case of
Dublin chamber, this person is a co-opted member of
the chamber council. The following is a list of the primary
objectives of the Regional Tourism Organisations:
l

l

l

l
l

l

l

l

l

l

To service visitors through the operation of tourist
information offices, websites and an accommodation
and tours booking service;
To promote the regional tourism product through
the publication and distribution of an extensive range
of brochures and other publicity material e.g. The
Ireland West Festivals campaign of 2005;
To organise and participate in tourism marketing
campaigns in the domestic and overseas markets
including joint promotions with the industry;
To promote and support visitor entertainment;
To publicise tourism in the regions through press
releases, newsletters, media visits etc;
To inspect and improve self-catering houses and Irish
homes and work to monitor and improve standards
of all tourism products and services;
To encourage environmental awareness and
improve physical planning, including promoting
and adjudicating the Tidy Towns competition and
providing an input into local authority development
plans, planning applications, water pollution
prevention, anti-litter campaigns, and other
environmental issues;
To advise on local and regional tourism development,
assist in the submission of proposals and applications
to potential sources of funding;
To initiate new product development and to develop
and operate visitor attractions, notably in the fields of
culture and heritage and alternative holidays such as
walking surfing etc.; and
To liaise with transport authorities.
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Education – The Role of Chambers

As a result of their community focus, chambers
are the apt partners for the education sector.
But why should a chamber get involved in
education at all?
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There are four main reasons:
1. Students who have some exposure to the world of
work while they are still studying will normally make
better employees;
2. By linking with schools and colleges, chambers can
stimulate the idea of entrepreneurship and enterprise
development;
3. By linking with the local education system a chamber
can boost the profile of the business sector amongst
the local community and their employees;
4. Increased contact between business and teaching
should help teachers to teach in a way that is relevant
to the world of work.
This chapter should be read in conjunction with the
section on training, chapter nine.

Chamber Education
Committees
Your chamber should consider establishing an education
committee comprising three to five people). Ideal
members should include chamber members who are
already on schools’ board of management, personnel
managers of large firms in your chamber, or chamber
nominees on local Institute’s of Technology.
The committee should design a strategy for links
between the chamber and the local education
community. Two important points should be borne in
mind:
1. Links between chambers and schools are not
necessarily a question of helping the schools
raise funds. The contribution which the business
community should bring via the chamber should be
in terms of time and expertise of chamber members,
so as to improve the quality of the education.
2. Schools/business co-operation can go badly wrong
if the principals and teachers acquire the impression
that the chamber is going to deliver far more
than is realistic. Effective communication between
educationalists and the chamber in the first instance
is vital if projects are to be successful.

What are the Chamber’s
Education Objectives?
The following is a list of issues a chamber should take
into account when planning an education strategy. Such
activity should be organised in the context of a policy of
business education linkage for the chamber.
l
Should we put our focus on third level students?
l
Do we need special measures to encourage women’s
participation in the local workforce?
l
Are there certain skills gaps which the local business
community would like to see filled in the education
system?
l
Is the priority to stimulate a sense of entrepreneurship
amongst the students?
l
How does the chamber wish to be perceived in the
local community as a result of its involvement in
education policy?
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Government policy is placing increasing emphasis on
co-operation between the business community and the
education sector. The scope for co-operation between
schools and colleges and the local business community is
therefore expected to increase significantly.

Schools Business Partnerships
The leaflet below summarises a programme being
offered by Dublin Chamber with financial assistance from
the Irish-American partnership. The programme involves
the chamber fostering links with several inner city schools
and a similar programme could be implemented by
other chambers.
Note: Programmes of this sort may be the subject of
grant aid from either private foundations or Government
sources and should not drain the chambers own finances.
An example of a business/school partnership

The Dublin Schools Business Partnership A Brief Outline
1. Purpose:
To motivate young people from Dublin’s inner city areas
to remain in full-time education and to assist them in
obtaining employment. This is achieved by providing the
students with experience of a broad range of businesses
at every level and guidance on career choice and
development.
2. Programme:
Businesses provide a range of activities for students in the
fourth, fifth and sixth years of the participating schools.
These activities include:
l
Business ppen days
l
Visits and tours of the participating company’s
premises and meetings with key executives
l
Business leader visits
l
Company projects
l
School banks
l
Computer management games
l
Interview and CV preparation
l
Career talks
l
Communication skills
l
Job experience – one month’s work experience in
a participating business during the summer period.
The students are offered meaningful and challenging
employment.
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3. Participants:
Currently the partnership involves two schools and 10
businesses. These are:
Group I
School:
Our Lady of Mount Carmel, Kings Inn Street
Businesses: National Irish Bank
Dublin Bus
Church and General Insurance Company
An Post
Irish Life Assurance
Group II
School:
Colaiste Chonghaile VEC, North Strand
Businesses: AIB Group
Custom House Docks Development
Authority
Irish Permanent Building Society
Bachelors Ltd
Dublin Port and Docks Board
4. Development plans:
A four-year development plan for the partnership has
been drawn up. At the end of the four year period the
partnership will have expanded such that:
l
18 schools and 90 businesses will be involved
l
Exchange programmes with chambers in Britain and
Europe will be established
l
The Young Enterprise Programme, whereby students
develop and sell products and services, will be
established
l
Liaison with city’s universities will be established
l
The involvement of Government and state
organisations in the programme will be sought
By the end of the four-year development programme
the partnership will have experienced significantly. It will
have spread from the inner city to most areas of Dublin.
Its activities will have been broadened and it will include
firms in new sectors. It will be strong enough to undergo
a further expansion programme possibly nationwide.
A full-time co-ordinator is being appointed now to
implement the development plan.
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5. Brief History:
The partnership was launched on the 19 April 1991, by
the then Minister for Education, Mary O’Rourke, TD.
Since then, over 400 students have been involved in the
various activities on offer. Over 60 placements have been
provided, some of which have developed into full-time
jobs.
For all concerned the partnership has been very
successful. The business people have been very
impressed by the enthusiasm, energy and awareness
of the students. The students found the experience
enjoyable and stimulating and have said that it increased
their awareness of career possibilities.

Other Ideas
Chambers should also consider organising some or all of
the following:
l
l
l

l

l

l

l
l

Career days;
A series of lectures on job opportunities;
Provide placement opportunities for students in
businesses in the area;
Offer work experience as part of transition year
(which is currently part of the senior cycle);
Careers market meetings - These can be organised
by the chamber, bringing together school principals
and careers guidance teachers together with local
major employers;
Enterprise Competitions - Some chambers also
encourage enterprise competitions, whereby students
in local schools or colleges run “mini companies” and
a competition for the most profitable mini company is
organised by the chamber;
Mentoring Chamber members could assist senior cycle students
in thinking through their career opportunities and
objectives.
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Again it must be stressed that the selection of projects
undertaken by the chamber should be made in the
context of a strategy for local education and business
co-operation.
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Enterprise Development

This section addresses two key issues of
employment generation and local economic
development:
1. Attracting and retaining local industrial
investment; and
2. Stimulating and supporting new enterprise.
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Attracting and keeping new
industry
Chambers have a key role to play in attracting new
business to the local area. Apart from the open welcome
that the local business community can provide to the
prospective investor, chambers also have a responsibility
to provide any necessary information to potential
members.
A second important function for chambers in terms
of industrial developments is to provide a channel of
communication between major local employers and the
relevant authorities.

Stimulating and Supporting new
Enterprise:
If your chamber does not have a strategy to attract new
industries, this might be developed by a sub-committee
consisting only of executive committee members. The
strategy should clearly identify what is the role of the
chamber in co-operation with the Industrial Development
Authority (IDA), the local authority, any third-level
educational institute in the region, airport, or other local
player.

Industrial brochures
Many chambers publish industrial brochures and in
some cases, these can be part-financed by the IDA.
Contact your regional IDA office to check if your town
is eligible in this regard. Attached is a sample industrial
brochure prepared by Wexford Chamber.
Insert Wexford Brochure Here – could not source on
i-drive – need to source from DB
l
Contents of a brochure
l
An industrial promotion brochure is not a tourism
brochure. One brochure should not be expected to
fulfil all the promotional objectives of a chamber.
l
The following information should be included in an
industrial brochure:
l
Basic economic data about the region;
l
Proximity to important transport infrastructure e.g.
ports, airports etc.;
l
Listing of firms already located in the region;
l
l
l

l
l

Level of skills of the labour force;
Cultural historical attraction (if appropriate);
Contact point for the chamber (President and/or
Executive Director); and
Commitments to provide further information.
Distribution of brochures

A good promotional brochure is useless unless it is
intelligently distributed. The chamber’s Enterprise
Committee should plan the distribution strategy while
also designing the brochure content. Remember that
chamber members can play a key role in distributing the
brochure if they really endorse the content and recognise
the value of the product.
The cost of preparing such a brochure might be split
between some of the following: the IDA, the chamber,
the local authority, educational institutions, ports/airports
in the area and commercial sponsors. As a rule of thumb,
remember that as much finance is required to distribute
such a brochure as is needed, to print it.
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A good reception for potential investors
In running a chamber, you have special responsibility
in your local community to provide accurate and
progressive information about your local economy. By
virtue of your position you have a heavy responsibility to
be fully aware of all-economic development initiatives,
likely infrastructural changes and positive and negative
trends of the local economy.

Liaison – retaining existing industry
Ensuring the retention of existing industry is a critical
responsibility of local chambers. Ireland is particularly
dependent on relatively mobile, overseas investment.
In order for such firms to stay in Ireland rather than
relocating elsewhere requires good channels of
communication with the Irish-based management and
occasionally with head offices of such firms.

A number of foreign businesses considering establishing
in Ireland will seek to communicate with the local
chamber before taking a decision.

A chamber should be ready to help any local industry
to obtain a proper level of service from local or national
authorities.

This responsibility for full awareness of local economic
conditions is both a duty and also a lever of influence
for the chamber. State agencies, local authorities and
other bodies in a region should be willing to provide
full information to the chamber leadership on all local
development issues.

It is recommended that each chamber President host a
regular, six monthly meeting with the Chief Executives
of the major employers in the area. This sort of off-therecord briefing will assist the President in identifying
problems in advance and highlighting potential
employment crises. It will also demonstrate to major firms
locally that their membership of the chamber is valued.

Key facts
Chambers can develop “key facts” cards or leaflets
setting out the basic data relating to their local region.
These can be any shape or size and vary greatly in their
degree of detail.
They should be distributed wisely not only to potential
investors, but also to anybody who may be an
“ambassador” for your town. If they are attractively
produced, teachers will probably also find them a useful
tool in secondary schools in the area. You may be able to
persuade firms who have overseas mailing lists to include
the leaflet in their mailings.
All these efforts will contribute to raising the profile
of your area and increasing the chances of inward
investment.

Issues like water and sewage, road access, training
provision, ports/airport management and many others
can be addressed at such meetings. The meetings could
also cover topics such as the development of the local
authority’s five-year plan and Government strategy for
structural fund investment in your region.
It should be stressed that such meetings should be
informally structured, off the record and always hosted
by the Chamber President.
Developing small and start-up enterprise
As the only full time business organisations in most
communities, chambers provide natural rallying points
for small businesses:
l

l

l
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They have access to information and statistics which is
vitally important to new and growing businesses;
They have access to key leaders and decision makers
in business, education and Government who are
important contacts for new and growing businesses;
and
They have the ability both through staff and
volunteer membership – to bring this information
and these people together in the short term for the
benefit of the small business and in the longer term
the benefit of the entire community.
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Helping small businesses grow and prosper provides its
own reward to chambers beyond the community benefit
of new jobs and a stronger economy. Many chambers
comment not only on the energy and enthusiasm that
new small business owners bring to their organisation,
but also on the renewed interest that many established
companies and professionals experience when they are
recruited to help small businesses.
Recent industrial policy studies in this country
demonstrate the great potential of new indigenous firms
for employment growth. All chambers are involved both
directly and indirectly in assisting new start-up businesses
to flourish in their towns.
In this section we cover some of the key areas where
chambers can play such a role.

Statistical data
l

Chambers should have data on file relating to local
population, growth figures, labour force and services
projections, income levels and educational levels;

l

Marketing data – customer purchasing power,
household income, retail sales data and construction
figures;

l

l

Employment and unemployment data including
labour force figure participation, employment
distribution and numbers of employees in major
companies;
Information listing of areas such as labour force,
financial structure, transport infrastructure, community
resources, educational facilities, office and industrial
site availability, water and utility effectiveness, wage
rate information as well as a listing of existing
enterprises;

l

Economic indicators (a concise nest publication
setting out the state of the economy as briefly as
possible); and

l

The representatives of local agencies such as FÁS, the
IDA and county development teams should be able
to provide the chamber with a lot of this information.

Technical Assistance to New Firms
A chamber can assist new businesses by giving all sorts
of technical assistance and business expertise. Chambers
should identify companies with substantial business
expertise and personal commitment to assisting small
and start-up businesses.
Every chamber has some members who would be willing
to get involved in this work while being more reluctant to
get involved in other activities of the chamber.
The informal network
The informal business contacts which a new business
may acquire through membership of a chamber should
not be underestimated. Chambers’ social events such as
“business after hours” seminars are particularly valuable
to new firms.
Structured business advice
The chambers in Galway, Cork, Limerick and Dublin
play a leading role in the management of the business
innovation centres which have a specific responsibility to
assist small enterprise in all aspects of the development
of the business plan and sourcing of finance to get up
and running.
Your chamber should discuss with the business
innovation centres to see what service they can provide
to new businesses in your town.
Enterprise, innovation centres and incubation units
Experience has shown that small firms which start life in
a specially designed incubation unit have a much greater
chance of survival than other small firms. Many Irish
chambers already run such centres including Carlow (in
association with the Institute of Technology), Arklow and
Dundalk.
Most incubators offer rents at reasonable rates, shared
secretarial and support services, management assistance
and an opportunity to share common experience with
other start up business owners. Although centres vary
from community to community, a typical one would
provide a one year lease with annual options to renew
for not more that two or three additional years; heat and
normal water and sewer charge; common toilet facilities;
leasehold improvements limited to floors, walls and
ceilings; maintenance and upkeep of common corridors
and other facilities; payment in lieu of taxes on the real
estate; maintenance of outside areas, fire insurance etc.
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The tenant is then be responsible for light and power;
telephone service; public liability insurance; excess
water and sewerage; fire insurance on the tenants
facility; maintenance and cleaning; and other leasehold
improvements.
Obviously, funding for the planning and development of
an incubation centre must be considered. One option is
to create a limited partnership at arms length from the
chamber itself.

Chambers links with other business support
organisations
The Government and the European Commission have
given financial support to a range of local development
programmes which are aimed at supporting small
and start up businesses. These include the county
development teams, the LEADER programme, the areas
based response to long-term unemployment, and more
recently new proposals for county level structure.

The incubator centre encompasses all that is necessary to
encourage the success of entrepreneurs and is a very real
economic development service for the community.

Your chamber should be an active partner in all of
these initiatives in their local area. The chamber can
offer something which no Government structure can
provide, i.e. business- to- business contact and hands-on
experience.

Note: Any chamber contemplating establishing an
enterprise centre should recognise that there is huge
commitment required in terms of resources and
volunteer time and the management of such centres. It is
strongly recommended that the experience of chambers
already involved in enterprise centres be tapped when
the strategy and business plan for establishment of such
a centre is being put together.

However, the chamber as the representative of the local
business community must always be prepared to stand
back and give an independent assessment of all local
economic development. This independence is central
to the representation function of the chamber as the
business lobby group for local economic development.

Other services
Other services to new enterprises might include trade
fairs and shows, buyers guides or small business guides,
member discount programmes, entrepreneur of the
year award programmes, small business week, start-up
workshops, entreprenuer and/or franchise forums, local
resource guides, small business surveys or women’s
business clubs.
A small business “garage sale” is a special type of
trade show in which used furniture and equipment is
available for sale to small companies in membership of
the chamber second-hand. Some items may come from
both large and small companies. Prices are marked down
extensively.
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Can new enterprises afford to join your chamber?
Chambers should realise that young companies may be
unable to afford chamber membership investment. One
solution to this might be to encourage large members
to “sponsor” a new young company for its initial
membership year, thereby giving the new business the
opportunity to take advantage of the chambers products
and services.
Another option would be to subsidise the first year’s
subscription fee for new firms. Remember a small firm
that becomes a member of the chamber and thereby
grows rather than failing is likely to be a successful and
committed chamber member in the future.
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In light of the fact that Ireland is a small, open, trading
economy and the most external trade-dependent member
of the European Community, it might appear that the lack
of involvement of chambers in supporting Irish firms’
international trade is disappointing.
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The brand name of chambers can be used to support
members’ foreign trade in very concrete ways. The
brand name brings:
l
Credibility in business;
l
Accuracy in commercial information; and
l
Contacts through the network.
Yet few Irish firms turn to Chambers Ireland or member
chambers seeking assistance in accessing foreign
markets.
The establishment of the Irish Trade Board (now An
Board Trachtála) in 1954 has meant that for the last 40
years, Irish exporting firms have been able to rely on a
high-quality trade information and consultancy service
funded by the State with offices in overseas markets.
The purpose of this chapter is to identify where chambers
can play a role in trade promotion and thereby provide
further services to their members.

Mission statement on trade
promotion
Chambers Ireland suggests the following statement as a
guideline for chambers participating in trade promotion
activities:
Chambers Ireland:
Believes that the encouragement of a trading
environment between Ireland and its trading partners,
based on the minimum necessary regulation required
to guarantee public health and safety, is essential to
the future economic growth of this country;
l
Recognises the important role which the State
export promotion services and, in particular An Bord
Trachtála, plays in assisting Irish businesses to export;
l
Recognises that trade is a two-way process and that
Irish firms also require information in sourcing goods
abroad as economically as possible and in finding
sources of new products;
l
Recognises that the effective opening of new markets
can best be done by investigating trade potential on a
bilateral basis;
l
Pledges itself to investigating means of supporting
such trade development measures on a self-financing
basis;
l

l

l

l

Emphasises that trade promotions efforts undertaken
by chambers are largely financed by the participating
firms, are carefully targeted and offer good value for
money;
Sees considerable scope for co-operation with An
Bord Trachtála in order to develop links with the
business community of other countries and to
complement An Bord Trachtála’s efforts through
providing information on the Irish market; and
Seeks recognition by Government of the potential
role to be played by involving chambers in the State’s
export promotion activity (Chambers Ireland 1993).

Practical actions:
Chambers interested in developing their trade promotion
activities might:
l
Develop a trade promotion strategy or establish an
international trade committee;
l
Establish the trading objectives of their exporting
and importing members (and potential members).
This might be done by a survey or by the chamber
President extending an invitation to these firms
to attend a special meeting on this subject. The
questions to be answered here include:
What companies in your community are already
involved in international business?
What service and support structures are already in
place and where do you members feel there are
gaps?
What is the current volume of trade in your
catchment area?
Are there common denominators between your
members trading objectives? Is one sector traded
particularly well? Are many members focused on one
country or region abroad in terms of selling produce,
sourcing materials and/or attracting tourists?
Prepare a list of firms (membership directory)
highlighting trade interests.
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Establish a bilateral contact with another region by:
Identifying whether an approach to a particular
location might be specifically appealing to an
important group of member firms;
l
Opening contacts with An Bord Trachtála, Fáilte
Ireland, and, perhaps with your local authority or
other bodies so as to propose co-operation;
l
Establish contact with the chamber of a pinpointed
region. A directory of chambers world-wide
is published by the International Chamber of
Commerce (ICC) and held by Chambers Ireland to
assist you. Also, a Directory of European Chambers
of Commerce (regularly updated) is published by
Eurochambres;
l
Ultimately organising a trade mission to the chosen
area using the local chamber to assist in developing
the programme of visits and briefings; and
l
Linking with bilateral chambers. In many countries
there are now bilateral chambers specifically
established to encourage trade with Ireland. Irish
chambers can swiftly make informal links with these
bodies.
l

Use the European Business Information Centre
(EBIC) Network
Not all chamber contact needs to be face-to-face. Many
firms address enquiries to chambers which can be
sorted out through the network of European Business
Information Centres (EBICs). These centres (addresses
below) are part of a European network and are
specifically responsible for assisting firms in establishing
co-operation with firms elsewhere in Europe.
Four of the Irish EBICs are run by chambers. You might
consider inviting the EBIC information officer to make a
presentation on the services available at a future meeting
of your chamber.

Europe Business Information Centre
Locations:
South West Region
Cork Chamber
An Bord Trachtala
67-69 South Mall
Cork
Tel: 353 21 509044
Fax: 35321 271347
West Region
Galway Chamber
Commerce House
Merchants Road
Galway
Tel: 353 91 62624
Fax 353 91 61963
North West Region
Sligo Chamber
16 Quay Street
Sligo
Tel: 353 7161274
Fax 353 7160912
South East Region
Waterford Chamber
An Bord Trachtala
Western Industrial Estate
Cork Road
Waterford
Tel: 353 51 78577
Fax: 353 51 79220
East Region
An Bord Trachtala
Merrion Hall
Strand Road
Sandymount
Dublin 4
Mid West Region
Shannon Development
The Granary
Michael Street
Limerick
Tel: 353 61 410777
Fax: 353 61 413683
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Town Twinning
Many towns in Ireland are twinned, but such twinning
rarely has a strong business oriented agenda. Chambers
should only become involved in such twinnings if the
town corporation or council is prepared to involve the
chamber closely in the planning so as to ensure there is
a substantial economic tint to the agenda and that trade
will be encouraged as a result of the programme.
Normally the chamber is the key body that the local
authority should want to involve since there will most
likely be a chamber in the other town to act as partner.
Running briefing events on foreign trade for your
membership
It is a good idea for chambers to host seminars providing
information about particular markets. Members of the
diplomatic corps are frequently willing to visit chambers
so as to make a presentation about doing business with
their home country. Briefings can also be arranged with
ABT representatives, marketing consultants and visiting
delegations from overseas chambers. Chambers should
always run such briefings on a profit-making basis.
Supplying trade documentation
A very practical manner in which chambers assist
exporting firms is the provision of trade documentation
– certificates of origin etc. This is a good example of
the credibility which chambers have in the international
business environment.

This guide is designed to inform you about the
background to certificates of origin and to advise you
about the procedures for issuing European and Arab
certificates of origin. If your chamber has any queries on
this guide, or on related issues, please contact Chambers
Ireland for clarification.
Contents of this guide:
l
Basis facts about Certificates of Origin
l
Background on the Joint Arab Irish Chamber of
Commerce
l
Procedures for issuing Certificates of Origin
l
Certificates for non-Arab destinations
l
Certificates for Arab destinations
Appendices
l
A list of authorised chambers, and authorised
signatories
l
EC Regulation No 802/68 (which sets out the
common definition of the concept of the origin of
goods)
l
Sundry other EC regulations on specific products:
textiles; grape juice; egg products; integrated circuits;
photocopiers; certain meat and offals; radion and
television receivers; tape recorders and essential spare
parts. (Note: this list could be extended further).
l
Certificate of origin audit.

The Chambers Ireland guide to Issuing Certificates of
Origin is appended. This is essential reading for all those
involved in issuing certificates.
Chambers Ireland’s guide to issuing Certificates of
OriginThe facility to issue certificates of origin is an
extremely important one for chambers. The Department
of Enterprise, Trade & Employment is pleased to
authorise chambers in this regard only on the basis that
all chambers understand and implement to the correct
issuing procedures.
Failure to practice these procedures could mean that
individual chambers (or all chambers) could lose that
authorisation. It is crucial, therefore, that every effort be
made to ensure “best practice” in issuing Certificates of
Origin.
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Origin – basic facts
Common Customs Union
The European Union is a Common Customs Union.
All members states apply the same external customs
tariff for products entering the community through any
point of entry. These same products are then free to
move from one member state to another without paying
further duties.
Free circulation
It is sometimes wrongly implied that products need
to be of community origin in order to move from on
European Union member state to another. One of the
most fundamental principles of community law, and
one of the most often misunderstood, is the rule of free
circulation. Free circulation means that once a product or
part or component has cleared a community frontier, it is
entitled to free circulation in the community, irrespective
of its origin. There are no rules of origin which affect the
principle of free circulation in the customs union of the
European Union.
Need for origin rules
They are linked to the application of commercial policy
measures and instruments e.g. QR’s and self-restraint
agreements. They are also needed for trade statistics
and for the purposes of origin marking e.g. “Made in”
and for certain public procurement requirements.
Current rules of origin
The European Union has two types of origin rules –
preferential and non – preferential. Often these are
technically complex and impenetrably obscure for
ordinary traders and customs officials.
Preferential origin rules
The EEC/EFTA Trade Agreement is the most important
trade area where preferential rules apply. In short, if an Irish
company complies with these rules which are set down
in Council Regulation 2426/88 of 24 May 1988 (O.J. No
L216), its products are entitled to duty free entry into any
EFTA country and vice versa. These rules have basically
two criteria; change of tariff heading or value added.
The European Union also has preferential origin rules
with a number of other country groupings e.g. EC-Lome,
EC-GSP, EC_Meds. The rules in these agreements are
in many instances similar to the EC-EFTA agreement. The
main difference, however, is that these agreements are
non-reciprocal.
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The administration of the preferential origin rules (control
and administrative procedures) is the responsibility of the
customs division of the Revenue Commissioners. Chambers
have no role in the area of preferential origin rules.
Non-preferential origin rules
The basic concept of non-preferential origin is contained
in Council Regulation 802/68. This regulation sets a
down the terms for obtaining European Union or Irish
origin. The rules apply to products traded inside the
European Union as well as to goods exported to other
non-preferential trading partners like the US, Canada,
Japan, Australia, and the Middle East.
Regulation 802/68
Article four of this regulation states that:
“Goods wholly obtained or produced in one country shall
be considered as originating in that country.” The article
goes on to spell out what “wholly obtained or produced”
means.
Article five of this regulation sets out the criteria which
must be fulfilled in order to establish community or Irish
origin when products from a third country are used.
Article five states as follows:
“A product in the production of which two or more
countries were concerned shall be regarded as
originating in the country in which the last substantial
process or operation that is economically justified was
performed, having been carried out in an undertaking
equipped for the purpose, and resulting in the
manufacture of a new product or representing an
important stage of manufacture”.
This is the article which has to be applied most often in
everyday commerce. Irish manufacturers who use third
country inputs as well as Japanese and US investors are
interested inputs as well as Japanese and US investors
are interested in this article to determine whether their
product obtains European Union origin.
Difficulties of interpretation
Article five has in many cases been found to lack clarity.
The lack of precision in the text allows elasticity in
interpretation which up to now has suited our industrial
make up. It was drafted in 1968 and is a pastiche of
the origin rules of the six member states at that time.
Difficulties over the interpretation of article five have
arisen from time to time, particularly in the cases of
assembly type operations.
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A few cases have been ruled on by the European Court
and over the years a certain amount of case law on the
definition of “the last substantial process” has been built up.
When problems over the interpretations of article five
occur, each operation is judged on its merits. In marginal
cases, the Department generally uses the following “rules
of thumb” to assist in coming to a decision on the origin:
l

l

l

(a) Do the non-originating materials change their
tariff heading?
(b) Is the level of European Union added value (which
includes parts, overheads and profits etc.) significant
e.g. over 30%?
(c) Is the operation a substantial process? A simple
assembly operation does not confer origin.

The above are only used as guidelines to determine the
origin of a finished product when doubts arise.

Increased interest in origin
Recently, with increased coverage of origin matters in
the press, origin has become topical. The Department is
getting more and more queries from Irish manufacturers
as well as Japanese and US investors asking “What are
the rules of origin for obtaining European Union or Irish
origin and do my products get European Union origin?”
These questions are prompted by their clients in the
European Union and EFTA who prefer to source
products or imputs of European Union origin
Significance of origin
Origin is important in the preferential area. The
preferential origin rules which apply between the
European Union and EFTA determine whether a product
exported from Ireland to any EFTA country gets duty free
entry. The preferential scheme is operated and controlled
by the Revenue Commissioners because customs duties
are involved. Chambers are not involved in preferential
origin.
Non-preferential origin is of less significance and is not
as closely monitored. There are normally no reduced
duties involved. In intra-European Union trade, having
European Union origin is not essential though preferable.
It largely depends on the needs of the end user or client.
Origin, however, can be important in an European Union
context, in the area of government procurement where
preference is given to products of European Union
origin. There remains, however, a market perception that

all products must have European Union origin before
they can be sold on the European Union market - this
is mistaken. When Irish companies are exporting to
non-preferential areas e.g. the US, Japan or Middle East,
origin does not “buy” any reduced duties.
Chambers
Most companies in Ireland make up their own minds on
the basis of Regulation 802/68 about the origin of their
product. They then record the origin of their product on
their export documentation i.e. an invoice or if needs be,
they can obtain a certificate of origin. The commission
has indicated that certificates of origin are not necessary
for intra-European Union trade.
There are almost 40 chambers of commerce spread
throughout the country authorised to issue Certificates
of Origin on behalf of the Minister for Industry and
Commerce.
Origin Committee - Brussels
If a manufacturer who seeks a ruling on the origin of his
product is not satisfied with the Department’s opinion, he
can then seek the opinion of the Origin Committee in
Brussels which carries significant authority. However, a
query to the Origin Committee can take up to two years
to process.
European Court
The court of last resort in origin matters is the European
Court. This process can take years. In recent years a few
cases involving origin have come before the court and
these have mostly been origin vis-á-vis anti-dumping
related matters.
To date, Ireland has not officially put a query to the
Origin Committee preferring instead to give our own
considered opinion to each manufacturer who seeks it.
We have never had a case where the origin declared by
an Irish exporter was contested by any other member
state. If another member state disputes the origin of
a product imported from Ireland and the matter is
not resolved bi-laterally, it is decided at the Origin
Committee.
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Origin and 1992
The Commission has not given any specific information
on what bearing 1992 will have on origin.
The concept of 1992 on the internal market envisages an
European Unionfree of obstacles to the free movement
of goods, services, capital and people by the end of
the year. Free trade in goods already exists and the
internal market is aimed at harmonisation in the areas of
public procurement, merger control, insurance, mutual
recognition of diplomas, the implementation of the new
approach in the field of standards and the opening up of
transport.
European Economic Area (EEA)
The European Union and the EFTA countries (Austria,
Switzerland, Finland, Sweden, Norway and Iceland) are
currently discussing ideas with a view to creating a EEA.
Improvement of the European Union-EFTA preferential
origin rules is seen as one area for substantial enhancing
the free trade system.
A number of modest changes have been made to the
current preferential origin rules between the European
Union and EFTA. The non-preferential origin rules
remain unchanged.
Recent commission decisions/proposals for origin rules
Integrated Circuits – On 3 February, 1989, Regulation
288/89 on the origin of integrated circuits was adopted.
This regulation states that origin is conferred on an IC in
the country of diffusion.
Photocopiers – on 11 July 1989, Regulation 2071/89 on
the origin of photocopiers was adopted. This regulation
was drafted in negative form and states what process do
not confirm origin.
Petroleum Products Listed in Annex One of Regulation
802/68
Article three of the above regulation has been amended
so that petroleum products are now subject to the
conditions of regulation 802/68.
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Background on the joint Arab-Irish Chamber of
Commerce
Unit 1987, all certificates of origin and ancillary
documentation was exclusively administered by Irish
chambers. The procedures applied to exports destined
for the European Union as well as non-European
Union countries throughout the world where such
documentation was required.
There were two specific areas of qualification, namely,
South American and more importantly, the Arab-League
of Nations. Arab states generally requested that the
documents accompanying goods from the exporting
country should be “legalised” by their diplomatic
representative office to that country. This proved
cumbersome for Ireland as the diplomatic embassies
accredited to Ireland, with two exceptions, were located
in London. However, this area of activity had nothing to
do with the chambers of commerce as the “legislation”
procedures were viewed as a separate matter for the
exporter to handle.
The procedure for “legalisation” for Arab states was
ultimately handled in London by the Anglo-Arab
Chamber of Commerce, which had established and
agreement with the various Arab Embassies and
Consulates in the regard. The sequence of legalistic
procedures from Ireland involved the documentation
being stamped by the department of Foreign Affairs
in Dublin, the Anglo-Arab Chamber of Commerce
in London, the Irish Embassy in London, the British
Foreign Office, London and ultimately the specific Arab
Embassy. The carriage of this documentation necessitated
attendant courier services and a number of costs applied
at every station of action.
It is not difficult to imagine the kind of hold-ups that
manifested themselves in this sequence of activity especially where the greater volume of legalisation was
occurring at a considerable distance from the exporting
manufacturer located in Ireland.
In May 1987, the joint Arab-Irish Chambers of
Commerce (JAICC) was established in Ireland, with
the stated aim of encouraging Arab-Irish trade and cooperation. Amongst its services it listed certification of
“certificates of origin”, commercial invoices and other
commercial documents as required for goods being
exported from Ireland to any of the member countries of
the League of Arab States.
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Chambers Ireland objected to the establishment
of the JAICC on these terms, pointing out that the
arrangements introduced by them breached the principle
of local chambers verifying the origin of the goods
being exported from their area and would be financially
damaging to the established Irish chambers.

Certificates for non-Arab destinations
The majority of certificates of origin issued by chambers
will be for non-Arab destinations. In such cases, the
normal European Community of Origin (R03 forms)
should be used. Such certificates should only be
purchased from Chambers Ireland.

In December 1989, the following four-point agreement
was reached between Chambers Ireland and the JAICC.
l
l

l

l

l

A stock of Arab-Irish certificates of origin would be
held at all issuing chambers and would be distributed
from Chambers Ireland;
Non-members of the JAICC would obtain a JAICC
certificates at local chambers where it would be
stamped prior to taking it to the JAICC office. The
normal fee would be charged by the local chamber;
Members of the JAICC would deal directly with the
JAICC office. However, Chambers Ireland would
recover a fee from the JAICC for each certificate
issued. Settlement to be made on a quarterly basis
and the proceeds of such fees should be forwarded
to the relevant local chamber, less a Chambers
Ireland handling fee (15%);
The JAICC would become affiliated to the Chambers
Ireland and as soon as the necessary legal formalities
were finalised the scheme would be implemented.

That agreement remains in force. Therefore, when
issuing certificates in respect of Arab destinations,
chambers should adhere to the procedure as set out in
section 3.2.
Procedures for issuing Certificates of Origin
Essentially, there are two different sets of procedures
used, depending on the destination of the goods being
exported.
For goods being exported to all non–Arab states
you should refer to section 3.1 while for goods being
exported to Arab states you should refer to section 3.2.

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

l

General regulations on issuing R03
Certificates of Origin
Applications for certificates of origin must be made
on R03 forms which are supplied by Chambers
Ireland;
Each application and related certificate must bear the
same serial number for identification purposes;
All sections of the forms must be completed having
regard to the notes on the back of the form of
application i.e. the pink form;
The forms shall be completed in typescript or by
hand (in ink and block capitals) in an identical
manner in one of the official languages of the
Community or depending on the practice and
requirements of trade in any other language;
The certificate and application must not contain
erasures or superimposed corrections. Alterations are
to be made by crossing out the erroneous entries
and adding the correct entries as required. Any
such alteration must be authenticated by the person
making it and endorsed by the chamber;
Each item listed in the application and on the
certificate must be preceded by an item number. A
horizontal line must be drawn immediately below
the final entry. Lines must be drawn through unused
spaces to make any subsequent addition impossible;
If the needs of the export trade so require, one or
more copies of this certificate may be made;
The application must be duly and properly signed by
an official authorised by the applicant company, and
the chamber must hold documentary evidence of the
signatory’s right to act as the applicant’s agent;
The chamber must obtain a written indemnity from
the applicant against claims or demands arising as a
result of false or misleading information included in
the application (see specimen indemnity on the next
page;
The chamber must obtain a satisfactory banker’s
report where the application is from a non-member.
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Indemnity Form
(Should be on company’s headed notepaper).
In consideration on the chamber from time to time within
one year of the date hereof giving or authenticating
Certificates of Origin in regard to goods or authenticating
other documents for:
Full Name:
Address:
I/We hereby engage that all particulars contained in any
invoices and/or documents presented to the Chamber
be me/us in my/our name for authenticated shall be true
and accurately set forth and further that I/we will at all
times indemnify and keep indemnified the chamber and
its officers against all claims and demands which may at
any time be made against any of them by reason of the
issuing or authenticating of any such certificate or other
documents as aforehead.
Date:
Signed:
Chairman / Managing Director
Managing Director
Witness:
Occupation:
and Address:
Note: In the case of non-members of the chamber this
indemnity form should be accompanied by a satisfactory
banker’s reference as to standing.
Evidence of origin
The origin of the goods shall be determined in
accordance with the provisions of the relevant European
Union regulations (see appendices 4.2 and 4.3 and
the applicant shall furnish any oral or written evidence
necessary to verify the accuracy of his declarations
permitting the chamber to examine the business records
if considered necessary.
If the chamber considers that the supporting
documentation or evidence is not sufficient, or if
evidence or consultation of business records is refused,
the chamber must refuse to issue a certificate of origin
and give the reasons for such refusal to the applicant.
Page 8
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Issue of certificate
The chamber shall issue the certificates of origin by
inserting on the forms, on which the applicant has
already furnished the necessary particulars - an indication
of the place, the date, its own name, deal and signature.
The name of the signatory must be repeated in block
letters or in typing. The date must be that of the day on
which the certificate is issued.
Withdrawal of certificate
If, subsequent to the issue of a certificate of origin, it
is found that the particulars given were incorrect, the
chamber must declare the certificate already issued to be
void and must ensure that it is withdrawn.
Duplicate certificates
If a certificate of origin has already been issued to the
applicant for the goods in question, the chamber must
withdraw the old certificate on issue of the new one, or,
if that is not possible, show conspicuously on the new
certificate the endorsement “duplicate”.
Records to be Kept
On the pink application form, the chamber will show the
date of issue of the certificate of origin, the supporting
documents presented and the number of copies and
the name of the person who issued the certificate.
The application form and other documents relating to
the issue of certificates of origin must be retained by
the chamber for at least three years from the date on
which the certificate of origin is issued. The retention
of applications is the form of copies i.e. microfilm is
permitted, provided that that they have the same
probative value under the law.
It is suggested that, in addition to keeping the pink
application forms for three years, that the following
record be maintained:
n Certificate numbers:
These should be written in when the batch of
certificates are received from Chambers Ireland.
n Issued to:			
As companies are issued with the blank certificates,
you should record the company name, and the
person to whom they are issued.
n Date issued
This should also be noted.
n Date certified:
When the company brings back a completed form
for certification, you should record the date against
that certificate number.
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n Comments:
This column could be just ticked where a particular
certificate is used. If, however, a certificate is
cancelled, lost etc, you should note this. (Companies
should be asked to account for any certificates not
returned for signing/stamping by the chamber).

To Whom It May Concern

Signatories

Yours faithfully

Only those signatories listed in appendix 4.1 are eligible
to sign certificates of origin at present.

(Chamber Secretary or Chamber President)

Who should be signatories?
We recommend that two or three chamber
representatives should be signatories. These people
should be accessible and should be chosen so that at
least one of them is available at all times.
Changing signatories
If your chamber wishes to change its signatories, it is
necessary to advise Chambers Ireland using chamber
letter-headed paper, as per the attached example from
Cork Chamber. Please note that new signatories should
wait approximately one month before signing certificates.
Ordering Certificates of Origin from Chambers Ireland
European Community (RO3) certificates of origin are
sold in batches of 100. It is suggested that you allow
one week for the delivery of certificates, (i.e. reordering
before your stocks are fully depleted).
Arab Irish Certificates can be purchased in batches of
25 at a similar cost. It is recommended that all chambers
maintain a stock of both types of certificate.
Audit of activities
All Chambers are required to have an audit completed
on their certificate of origin activities. This audit, the first
part of which should be completed by the chamber itself
and the second part of which should be completed by
the chambers auditor, should relate to each calendar year
and should be returned to Chambers Ireland no later
than the end of February of the following year.

I wish to advise you that Mr _________ and Mr
_____________ will no longer sign certificates of origin
on behalf of this chamber. Instead, Mr _______ and
Ms _______ will be the approved signatories. Copies of
their signatures are given below.

Copy of Mrs Signature:
Copy of Ms Signature:

Assistance for the exporter –
Certificates of Origin
Before a company can apply for a certificate of origin,
certain information is required by the chamber:
An indemnity form must be completed by the company.
These are available from the chamber. The indemnity
form is renewed once a year.
A list of authorised signatories from your company
and copy of their signatures on the company headed
notepaper. Any of these people can sign the (pink)
application of the European certificate of origin (RO3).
Both the blue and green copy of the Arab-Irish certificate
of origin must be signed. All documents with the
certificate of origin must be signed on behalf of the
company as well as stamped by the company.
If the company is not a member of the chamber, a letter
of reference from your bank must be submitted e.g. that
the company maintain an account with the bank. This
letter is kept on file.

14

Appendix 4.4. sets out the standard audit form.
Assistance for the exporter
Below are two standard forms which could be given by
your chamber to exporters seeking certificates of origin.
These forms should assist the exporter to complete the
application.
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Rules regarding Certificates of Origin
The consignor must be based within the Republic of
Ireland. The name and address of the company must
be typed in the consignor box.
l
The consignee is the company to which the goods
are being exported.
l
The Country of origin (box three) is the country
where the goods were manufactured.
l
The transport details are optional (box four).
l
The remarks details are also optional, to be
completed if under a letter of credit.
l
Box number six is to contain the description of the
consignment.
l
Box number seven is the quantity column.
l
When all details are completed by the applicant,
a line must be drawn underneath, so no more
information can be added after it is certified.
l
The applicant must also type place and date of time
of issue.
l
The certificate should be completed in triplicate, using
carbon paper.
l

Return the certificate, (in triplicate) to ___________
chamber for signing and stamping.
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Some Other Ideas

There are 15 chapters in this manual and
where possible, we have tried to group related
ideas together within broad chapter headings.
However, it is impossible to categorise all
chamber activities and ideas so neatly.
Included in this chapter will be items of interest
that do not fit comfortably into any of the other
chapters. It is likely that this chapter will grow
over time, as Chambers Ireland adds your
Chamber’s additional inserts. So please send
us your “other ideas” that we can include in this
chapter.
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For the moment, consider the following:

Video Conferencing
Q: What do Mullingar Chamber and Madrid Chamber
have in common?
A: Video conferencing
Madrid Chamber promotes its facilities thus:
“Now you can hold a meeting throughout the world
without as much as setting foot outside your city. Now
you can see the faces of your customers, competitors,
suppliers, and representatives. You can open up markets
and show your product samples without taking them
off the premises. How can you do all this? By availing
yourself of our new video conference service.”
No fees are mentioned, but one presumes this is not
being provided out of the goodness of their hearts.
On the other hand, do you really want to see the faces of
your competitors?

US Chamber Publications
Throughout this manual, reference has been made to
various US chamber initiatives. A number of the ideas
mentioned in the manual have come directly from US
Chamber publications. Below you will find contact details
where these publications can be sourced:
Billy P Mitchell, CCE
Manager,
Office of Chamber of Commerce Relations,
US Chamber of Commerce,
1615 H Street NW,
Washington DC 20062,
United States of America.
Note: The US Chamber of Commerce very kindly gave
permission to Chambers Ireland to reproduce parts
of some of its publications in this manual – all rights
reserved. This is not to suggest that the US Chamber of
Commerce necessarily supports or endorses the theories
and conclusions espoused in this manual.
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